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2024 Racing

THE OK AND OK JUNIOR CATEGORIES ARE
BACK ON TRACK THIS WEEKEND

Time to get back on track for the international direct drive categories OK and OK Junior for the 2  Round of the Champions of The

Future scheduled this week on the Val D’Argenton track, in France. Exceptionally, the Finals will take place on Saturday and not on

Sunday, so Qualifying Practices and the first Heats are already scheduled for Thursday.

All the most important drivers and teams will be competing to prepare for the FIA European Championship race, which will take

place on the French track on April 28th. International karting has not held races on the French track for many years and there will be

many variables to face for the drivers, firstly finding the feeling with the track and then working on the chassis and engine setup.

The CRG Racing Team will take part in the event with 6 drivers in OK Junior, a category where Mats Van Rooijen has also joined

the official team, while in the top class there will be 10 drivers led by Gabriel Gomez and Louis Iglesias, great protagonists of the

first round of the FIA European Championship. Last week’s tests provided excellent feedback to the CRG technicians and there is great

optimism to be able to play a leading weekend.

Live Timing and Live Streaming will be available as usual on the official website of the Series www.championskarting.com

 

CRG Driver Line-Up

OK Junior:

Oliver Rasmussen

Marco Garst

François Kerdal

Asher Ochstein

Manu Miguez

Mats Van Rooijen

OK:

Davide Bottaro

Santino Panetta

Michael Ider

Guillaume Bouzar

Markas Silkunas

Jacob Micallef

Mark Dubnitski

Louis Iglesias

Gabriel Gomez

Tom Dussol
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